PRESENTING THE ALL NEW

GEAR UP FOR
THE HUNT

REAR GUARD

TAIL GATE SPOILER

BODY SIDE MOULDING ARMOUR

Keep yourself shielded from unforeseen impacts during your hunts
with the strong rear guard on the BR-V.

Cut through wind as you hunt with the aerodynamically designed tail
gate spoiler.

Stylish armour that clasps and protects the BR-V
through your hunting adventures.

FRONT FENDER GARNISH

FRONT GUARD

RUNNING BOARD

REAR BUMPER PROTECTORS

Each step of the hunt will be a stylish one with
the sleek front fender garnish.

Face every new adventure without fear with the
protective front guard on the BR-V.

Mount your hunting vehicle with the help of the
sturdy running board.

BUMPER PROTECTOR SET : Shields the corners of the BR-V from bruising and help your hunts be exciting.

FRONT BUMPER PROTECTORS

EXHAUST PIPE FINISHER

CHROME DOOR HANDLE COVER AND PROTECTOR

Leave a lasting impression with the
elegant chrome exhaust pipe finisher.

Make a stylish entry into your BR-V with the
anti-corrosive chrome door handle cover and
protector. Chrome door protectors are available
for V and VX variants.

DOOR VISOR
Enjoy the weather, dodge the rains and wind.

MUD GUARD

BODY COVER

DOOR MIRROR GARNISH

PARKING SENSOR WITH DISPLAY ON IRVM

Keep your BR-V protected from dirt
and dust when you’re not hunting.

The BR-V hunts sharp and looks sharp with the
aesthetically designed door mirror garnish.

The BR-V takes each step backwards carefully,
before it pounces for the hunt, with the help of
the tailor-made bumper mounted parking
sensors, buzzer, and LED roof display.

The BR-V gathers no dirt with its self-cleansing,
non-mud-accumulating mud guard.

DOOR EDGE GARNISH
Open the doors to newer adventures with
the ornate door edge garnish of the BR-V.

KIT SEAT COVER
PVC WITH PERFORATION

KIT SEAT COVER
PVC WITH SILVER STRIPES

KIT SEAT COVER
PVC WITH BLUE STRIPES

CARGO TRAY

STEP ILLUMINATION

Carry everything you need on the hunt, conveniently,
with the cargo tray that perfectly fits in the trunk.

Step into a world of adventure and excitement with
the elegant yet durable step illumination of the BR-V.

KIT SEAT COVER
PVC WITH SILVER PIPING

SEAT COVERS
Match your hunting saddles and your bold drives
with the odourless, humid-less, and anti-abrasion
seat covers. Available in 4 designs.

STEERING COVERS

SEAT SIDE CONSOLE

TRANSPARENT MAT

FLOOR MAT

The stylish steering wheel covers let you hunt with a firm grip. Available in Perforated
Black and Plain Black.

Keep the essentials handy on your hunt with the
convenient and comfortable seat side console of the BR-V.

Let your trails not reach the inside of the BR-V with the
easy-to-wash transparent mat.

Hunt on a strong footing with the floor mat
tailored for the BR-V.

